Subsea insulation solutions

SeaLine

There’s more to Saint-Gobain Isover than what’s on the surface.

SeaLine

A new generation of subsea
insulation solutions from Isover
Since 1665, Saint-Gobain has consistently
demonstrated its ability to invent products that
offer solutions to the major challenges of energy
efficiency and environmental protection.
‘Saint-Gobain one of the top 100
Industrial groups in the world and the
world leaders in the construction market’

With a presence in 64 countries some of
the best known and respected companies
are part of Saint-Gobain. Together these
businesses offer an unrivalled range of
products and innovative material solutions
meeting the most exacting performance
and legislative standards.
Saint-Gobain’s businesses form a robust,
integrated supply chain partner that has
the strength and flexibility to support
even the most diverse range of customer
requirements.

‘Isover’s unique patented manufacturing
process provides high quality mineral
wool products’

Email: subsea@saint-gobain.com

As well as fast, efficient access to a
comprehensive range of products, we can
provide specialist technical expertise and
resources. From product specification and
design, to fabrication and delivery to site
or production line, we are committed to
working closely with our customers to help
them get the most out of our products
and services.

Saint-Gobain Isover has remained at
the forefront of the Technical insulation
market worldwide for more than 70
years. Now our world leading technology
and dedication to product development
has been focused on the marine and
offshore markets. This includes upstream,
midstream and downstream applications
with a comprehensive range of technical
insulation, including solutions for
gas and oil transmission pipes with a
comprehensive range of insulation solutions
for hydrocarbon transmission and storage
applications.
Our Technical products and systems
continue to provide exceptional
performance with handling benefits that
make them the best choice for specialist
high performance application requirements.
They provide exceptional thermal, acoustic
and fire protection that meet the most
demanding standards whilst offering
unique benefits for clients, contractors and
designers.

www.isover-technical-insulation.com

Subsea applications are one of the most challenging areas of the Oil and Gas
market. The complexity of Subsea constructions presents major challenges
for the designer and contractor. Most importantly; efficient and stable
thermal performance throughout the lifetime of the pipeline.
All Isover SeaLine mineral wool insulation products provide the following:
Isover SeaLine products provide high
quality insulation solutions for
‘pipe-in-pipe’ applications. With a
range of pre-formed and segmented
pipe sections and flexible mineral
wool slabs and mattresses specifically
designed to provide excellent thermal
insulation for subsea pipelines and
specialised industrial applications.

References

Isover SeaLine pipe section was
used on the following projects.
(Please see right)
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Features

Benefits

Consistent high levels of thermal performance

Meets and exceeds all international thermal
regulations

Durable with consistent tolerances

No soft edges and excellent compression recovery

Custom made to fit project specification

Fast installation

Multi-directional fibre orientation

- Thermally efficient and flexible to handle
- Tight fitting joints minimising thermal 		
bridging at centralisers

Factory applied aluminium foil facing

Inherent vapour barrier

Unique patented manufacturing process

High quality mineral wool providing thermal
performance that will not deteriorate over time
compared to closed cell rigid insulants

Up to 80% recycled post-consumer glass

Excellent environmental credentials

Euroclass A fire ratings; class ‘O’ compliance

Fire safe storage and can withstand welding

Client

Project  

Size

Year

Location

Technip
Technip
Technip
Technip
Technip
Technip

Gullfaks
Black Back
Evanton
Eblake Field
Caledonian
Braver Marathin

11.3km
25km
11.5km
9.5km
5.7km
11.7km

1997
1998
1999
2001
2002
2003

North Sea
Australia
North Sea
North Sea
North Sea
North Sea
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SeaLine Technical Performance
Thermal stability and
thermal conductivity

Standards

Isover products can be used in accordance with
the performance requirements and application
standards including:

Thermal stability and effective thermal conductivity of
insulation systems is critical in the offshore and Subsea
Sectors. The use of Isover SeaLine system solutions ensure
the consistent and efficient flow of hydrocarbons and
extends cool down times during scheduled and emergency
shut down periods for the duration of the field.
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The water vapour permeance of our factory applied foil
covering on SeaLine sections is 0.00024g/(s,MN).
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Environmental performance of Isover Glass
Mineral Wool

Fire classification

At Isover we take our environmental responsibility
seriously. The very nature of our business is to develop
insulation solutions to protect both your built
environment and the natural environment.

Simple installation

Isover Glass Mineral Wool is manufactured
from the earths most abundant naturally
occurring minerals, and up to 80% recycled
post-consumer glass from building
regeneration projects or flat glass manufacture
that would otherwise go to landfill, making it
one of the most environmentally sustainable
insulation products on the market today. It
boasts Zero ODP (Ozone Depletion Potential)
and Zero GWP (Global Warming Potential).

CO2

The base mineral wool of Isover SeaLine Sections is totally
non-combustible, achieving Euroclass A2 fire rating. The
factory-applied aluminium foil facing also meets the
highest standards required by:
• BS 476: Part 6 “Fire propagation”.
• BS 476: Part 7 “Surface spread of flame”.
The foil facing is therefore rated
“Class O” in accordance with UK
Building Regulations.

The Isover SeaLine range provides flexible lightweight
customised insulation solutions; minimising additional
on site fabrication costs, whilst offering fast, easy and
adaptable installation and handling on site.

Lambda for Sealine Pipe Sections
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SeaLine Sections
Isover SeaLine sections are strong,
lightweight pre-formed snap-on
sections with a reinforced aluminium
foil covering and self-adhesive overlap.
Manufactured in a range of lengths up to 1.2m
(offering fewer joints between centralisers
and therefore reducing thermal bridging) and
available in a range of thicknesses to suit project
performance requirements.
Isover SeaLine sections offer consistent density
and concentricity providing consistent thermal
performance along the entire length of the pipe.
Available with a variety of different facings
to meet emissivity requirements all of which
conform to ISO 8497 European norms.
Certain Isover SeaLine products are weld resistant
making them suitable for field joints.

SeaLine Segmented sections
Isover SeaLine segmented sections are
strong, lightweight pre-formed segments
engineered from non-combustible
mineral wool and designed to easily slot
together to accommodate a variety of
pipe diameters form 89-406mm OD.
Manufactured in a range of lengths up to 2000mm
(offering the option of no joints between centralisers
and therefore reducing thermal bridging) and
available in reduced thicknesses 9-50mm to suit
individual project thermal requirements. Isover
SeaLine sections offer consistent density and
concentricity providing steady thermal performance
along the entire length of the pipe.
Segments are efficiently packed offering storage
and transportation advantages, whilst reducing
logistic costs.
Email: subsea@saint-gobain.com
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SeaLine CrimpWrap
Isover SeaLine CrimpWrap is a flexible
mineral wool roll panel, designed to
provide thermal insulation for any subsea
pipe diameter in lengths of up to 1200mm.
The increased compression resistance due to the
variably orientated fibres of this product, provide a flat
surface that makes it ideal for use with subsequent
covering.
SeaLine CrimpWrap adapts to irregular surfaces to
accommodate trace heating and fibre optic cables
providing a flat outer surface.
Available as flat panels to suit individual
project requirements.

SeaLine Slotted slabs
Isover SeaLine slotted slabs are engineered
mineral wool panels designed with
customised grooves to accommodate
cables within the insulation surface,
available lengths of up to 600mm.
Available as flexible flat panels designed to bend
around a pipe to suit individual project requirements.

Email: subsea@saint-gobain.com
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SeaLine Field joint mat

SeaLine Loose wool

Isover SeaLine field joint mat is a weld
resistant flexible mineral wool mattress,
cut to size in diameter and length, to
provide continuity of insulation in the field
joint area.

Isover SeaLine loose wool consists of
specially graded mineral wool fibres
designed to provide excellent levels of
thermal insulation which can be blown
directly into the pipe annulus at various
densities.

This product can be used on pipelines where other heat
sensitive insulants cannot be used in the welding zone.
Available as flat panels to suit individual
project requirements.

SeaLine Tailor made solutions
At Saint-Gobain Isover we are
committed to working with you to
develop innovative and efficient
insulation solutions which will
functionally enhance your project
and optimise your overall system
performance.
Our fast track solutions and creative
thinking allow us to meet your individual
project needs with tailor made solutions
and performance systems that meet the
most demanding standards.
To discuss the individual requirements of
your project please email us at
subsea@saint-gobain.com
Email: subsea@saint-gobain.com

We continue
to deploy our
technological
know-how to
develop new
offerings to meet
your individual
project requirement

Always striving to
keep our products
in line with our
customers changing
needs, we will work
with you to provide
the best-fit solution
for your project
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